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Attempted shooting 'easy'
LOS ANGELES (AP) - " There
comes a point when the only way you
can make a statement is to pick up a
gun," said Sara Jane Moore, the
middle-aged mother who says it was
easy - "like an initiation" - to try to
assassinate President Ford.
In a jail house interview published
in yesterday's edition of the Los
Angeles Times, Moore said the attempt
to shoot Ford "was a kind of ultimate
protest against the system."
Clad in a white nightgown and red
sweater. Moore added, "I am not a
berserk woman."

Custody

Sara Moore. 45, is pictured in custody in San
Francisco after her alleged assassination attempt on
President Ford Monday afternoon. The shot was fired
as Ford left the St. Franca Hotel. (AP Wirephoto)

ALTHOUGH she seemed to want to
emphasisze radical political reasons lot
the assassination attempt. Moore also
said she expected to be caught and was
glad no one was hurt.
"I did not want to kill somebody."
she said. "... I did want to be
prevented." She said she expects "to
go to prison for a long tune."
She said she was surprised it WM an
simple to point a gun at the President.
She was shaking, she said, but no one
seemed to notice, not even when she
mistook someone else lor Ford,
removed the mckel-piated .38-cahbai
revolver from her purse, then quickly
put it away before taking it out for
good.
After the shot was fitcd. she said
Ford looked right at her.
"But you know, with my eyesight, I
couldn't see his expression "

She said her nervousness caused her
to shoot before she was steady, but
she still had plenty of time.
IT WAS "like target practice." she
said. "The security was so stupid ... it
was like an invitation."
In the interview, the 45-year-old
divorce* also alluded to her need to
prove herself to radical comrades in
the San Francisco Bay area, who
shunned her when they discovered she
was an informant for the FBI.
Fmbittered
by
the
FBI's
confirmation of her informant role,
even though she had acknowledged it
rttnelf, Moore told the Times she
wanted to "do something to break off
with my insidious relationship with
the FBI."
She said she was not influenced by
the attempt on Ford's life made 17
days before her own by Manson
follower l.ynette "Squeaky" Fromme.
whom she called "insane."
Moore, who helped out on last
year's People in Need food giveaway
designed to free newspaper heiress
Patricia Hearst, said Patty's capture
"made a tremendous impact on me."
She said she hoped her shot at Ford
would "forge some kind of unity
between the rage that led to the
formation of the SLA combined with
the theoreticians."
WEDNESDAY night's interview,
conducted by telephone in the
glass-partitioned visiting room of the

Busted
Agents arrest 32 in $3 million raid
ANN ARBOR. Mich (AP)Calling
this
college
town
a
"virtual
supermarket" for illicit drugs, federal
officials say they have crippled •
seven-state drug supply center with a
series of arrests.
Thirty-two persons weie arrested in
the first sweep Tuesday night with
another 20 to 25 still sought on
warrants.
As the hunt continued, J high police
source said drugs seized thus far had a
street value of over S3 million.

Those arrested were among more
than 50 using the college town, with
the University ol Michigan campus, as
a base of operations to distribute
heroin and olhei drugs, said Allan
Pringle, deputy regional director of Ihe
Federal
Dtug
Enfoicemenl
Administration.
"This is nol a ring." Pringle said.
"These are freelance independents
using Ann Arbor as their base of
operations."
Federal investigators said Ihe 50

Voter registration
Oct. 2,3 in Union
By Mary Higgins
Staff Reporter
October 6 is the last date Wood
Country residents can register lo vote
in the Nov. 4 election. Applicants
must have lived in Wood County for at
least 30 days prior lo the election and
must be at least 18.
Voter registration for University
students is set for 10 a.m. • 6 p.m. Oct.
2 and 3 in Perry -• Croghan Room.
Union.
However, students wishing lo vole
in Bowling Green should be aware thai
they must daim Bowling Green as
their legal place of residence, warned
Joneal Bender, a Board of Elections
spokesman.
"WE MAKE an effort lo caution
students thai claiming this (Bowling
Green) as their. legal place of
residence cuts Ihem off from voting in
home political affairs which they may
be more familiar with," Bender said.
The penalty for providing false
information on the statement is six
months in prison or a SI.000 fine, or
both
The Board of Elections recently

purged and updated its records and
found about 32,000 legisteied voters
in Wood County, Bender said.
Purging is a process whereby
persons who have not voted in the last
two years and have not returned
reinstatement caids are eliminated
from the files. Bender said. Voters
who have died since the last election
also are purged.

persons shipped heroin, cocaine,
hashish
and
other
diugs
to
southeastern Michigan from the East
Coast. West Coast, Mexico, Jamaica
and Canada.
The law enfoicemenl officials said
the distribution area, lor die drug
naffickeis operating out ol Ann Aiboi
included Michigan. Ohio. Coloiado.
Texas, Arizona, Florida and California.
One of those arrested was James
Meseara. 25, the dog catcher for the
Washlenaw County sheriff, authorities
said. Another was Beth Weills, once a
calendar
model
for
"Hustlci"
magazine, they said.
"ANN ARBOR is what is known as
a permissive town drugwise." said one
law enforcement
official. "They
legalized Ihe use of marijuana and now
it's turned into a drug center."
In April 1974, the cily of Ann
Arbor
reduced Ihe penalty for
possession of marijuana lo a $5 fine.
Violators can still be prosecuted under
more stringent stale and federal laws.
however.
All those arrested will be charged in

federal court in Detroit with sale and
possession of controlled substances, a
federal spokesman said.
He said none of the persons
apprehended were students at the
University of Michigan.
Tin tour-month investigation which
lei' to the arrests was triggered by a
federal drug administration survey
which revealed "streets, cafes and
student housing facilities to be a
virtual
supermarket
for
heroin,
CocaltM, hashish, marijuana and other
hallucinogens,
barbiturates,
methamphctamines and depressants."
Federal agents opeialing primarily
near the campus said they bought six
pounds of cocaine, 10 ounces of
hiown heroin, six pounds of hashish,
nine ounces of phencyclidinc a
halucinogenic.
4,000
harbiluatc
tablets.
and
four
ounces
of
methamphelamine "speed."
Most of the arrests were made in
Washlenaw
County, but
several
persons were apprehended in Aspen,
Colo., and Bowling Green and Toledo.

San
Francisco County jail, was
Moore's only attempt.
In Washington. President Ford is
cutting back on his projected heavy
travel schedule for October in the
wake of the second attempt on his life
in less than a month.
White House Press Secretary Ron
Nessen reluctantly acknowledged at a
news briefing yesterday that some of
the October trips that have been
rumored, speculated about or labeled
tentative "are not on the President's
schedule."
Asked if security considerations
were a factor. Nessen said he did not
know all the reasons involved and did
not want to say anything further
about it.
THE PRESS secretary's admission
thai the President's heavy iound of

projected travels will be cut back
emerged piecemeal and only in
response to persistent questioning by
reporters.
At the outset. Nessen simply
announced that the White House press
office was dunging its policy,
effective at once, and henceforth
would say nothing about possible
presidential trips until all arrangements
had been completed and the details
were firm.
He sought to picture this as an
effort 01) Ins part to make the
operations of his office more efficient
and to avoid piecemeal disclosure of
travel plans
After finally agreeing that some of
Ford's planned October trips would
not take place. Nessen was asked if
thai meant most of them or just a few.

"A Few." he said.

Senate questions
illegal break-ins
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
FBI
conducted hundreds of break-ins
against "domestic subversive targets"
over a 26-yeai period ending in 1968.
the
chairman
of
the
Senate
Intelligence Committee said yesterday.
Releasing information supplied to
the committee by the FBI, Sen. Frank
Church ID-Idaho) said there were 238
break-ins
conducted
against
14
"domestic subversive targets" Irom
1942 to 1968 and "numerous entries"
against three other similar targets from
1952 to 1966.
Chailcs Brennan, former head of the
FBI's Domestic Intelligence Division,
testified that the FBI's use of break-ins
as an intelligence-gathering tool began
to die out in the early 1960s.
BRENNAN SAID it was his opinion
that the practice was curtailed as a
icsuli of increased cm|ihasis on
organized crime and civil rights, and ol
Ihe late FBI Director J. £dgar
Hoover's
fear
of creating
an
embarrassing incident which would
give critics a chance lo demand his
resignation
as
he
neared
the
mandatory retirement age.
However. Brennan also said under
oath that during the late 1960s, White
House pressure forced Ihe FBI into
resuming
the
admit ledly
illegal
break-ins in an effort lo determine if a
foreign Communist influence was
behind domestic unrest.
The FBI was "continually being
pressured by both the Johnson and
Nixon administrations.,.as lo whether
there might be finances from abroad."
Brennan testified.
He added thai the bureau was

unable In uncover evidence of any
financial link between American
protest groups and Communist groups
abroad.
"I think that's exactly ihe point."
Sen. Walter Mondale (D-Minn.) said.
"What do we do in the future lo make
sure presidents don't use these secret
agencies to carry out their fantasies?"
NEITHER BRENNAN nor Church
gave any specific instances ol'hicak-ins
IKM was it entirely clear what the
phiase "domestic subversive targets"
meant.
However, at one point Brennan said
the break-ins he was aware of were
conducted
against
"organizations
laking
directions
from
foreign
poweis."
FBI
Director Clarence
Kclley
pievuiusly acknowledged Ihe existence
of such break-ins, including some
which happened alter 1960 when ihe
practice was officially terminated.
However, the figures released by
Church provided the first indication of
the scope of these so-called "black
bag" jobs.

Weather
Mostly cloudy with a chance of
rain or drizzle this morning and
partly cloudy this afternoon and
tonight Highs today near 60.
Lows tonight in the low and mid
40s. Mostly sunny tomorrow,
highs in the 60s. Probability of
■rain 30 per cent today and 20 per
cent tonight.

REGISTRATION cards are sent to
all registered voters who have not
voted for two years before any
cancellation of registration is made,
Bender said.
However, voters who have reported
a change in residenlial or marital status
to the board do not have to return the
registration card even if they have not
voted for two years.
In this year's purging process, 7.000
reinstatement cards were sent out and
only 1.500 were relumed, according
to Bender.
Bender added that she expects the
number of registered voters for next
year's Presidential election would rise
to more than 40.000.

Moore named to commission
University
President
Hollis
Moore Jr. has been named to a
12-man
National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association
(NCAA)
commission that will investigate
the feasibility of an intercollegiate
athletic grant program proposed
by the Mid- American Conference
(MAC).
The MAC plan, introduced by
Dr. Moore at a recent special
NCAA convention in Chicago. 111.,
calls for athletic grams awarded
on the basis of demonstrated
financial need only.

Dr. Moore, who represented Ihe
MAC at (hat meeting, will be one
of four college presidents on the
12-man NCAA board which will
hold its Initial meeting Wednesday
al Chicago's O'Hare International
Airport.
Dr. Moore said that the
presidents of Tuskegee College.
lowj Stale University and Auburn
University will also attend the
meeting.
John
Larsen,
faculty
rcpresealative of the University of
Southern California, has been
designated committee chairman.

Renovations

Students no longer will have to attend clasaes in a drafty, drab Hanna Hall. The
building is taking on a new look this fall and renovations are expected to be
completed by winter quarter. The structure was given a new roof over the summer
and new windows and a new heating system are being installed. (Newsphoto by
Michael PassareDo)
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ep»T0RiaLS
is nothing sacred?
Before bemoaning the outrageous postal increase of three cents on
first-class mail and damning the state of the economy, look at the
obvious advantages of a postal price hike.
One is that members of the Central Intelligence Agency's (CIA)
mail surveillance program will have to work faster and more
efficiently to get everyone's mail opened, read and then sent on its
way so quickly.
Recent reports suggest that the CIA has extensive files on its mail
interception program. CIA investigators even have turned up
evidence that the mail of prominent American citizens including
former President Richard Nixon, Sens. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass)
and Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.) Rep. Bella Abzug (D-N.Y.) and
many others have been scrutinized by the CIA.
Imagine those prestigious people having their private mail opened
before the new postal rates were announced. Now that mail service
will be speeding up. the CIA probably can open more letters, maybe
even yours and mine.
Think of all the interesting little tidbits of private information the
CIA will be able to accumulate in personal dossiers about all of us
average American citizens after reading our exciting mail.
It is too bad the CIA will have to wait until after Christmas for the
rates to go into effect because it might have enjoyed our holiday
greetings.
But at least the Senate Intelligence Committee under chairman
Frank Church now has time to evaluate these latest findings and
perhaps investigate the real implications.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ot 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than (our typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Kditor. co The BG News. 108
University I'all

hike for hunger
Pastor Frank Ellis
Trinity United Methodist Church
Bowling Green Ministerial Association
Guest Columnist
Residents of the Bowling Green
community, young and old alike, who
are concerned about world hunger and
who would like to be involved in one '
specific opportunity to help alleviate
the crisis, are invited to plan nciw to be
involved in a city- wide Hike For
Hunger on Sunday afternoon, October
19, beginning from the Court House
steps it 1:30 p.m.
The Hike For Hunger is being
sponsored by the Bowling Green
Ministerial Association under the
Christian Rural Overseas Project
(CROP), Pastor Frank P. Ellis, of
Trinity United Methodist Church is
the local chairman.
CROP, the community appeal of
Church World Service, is helping
people in some 30 countries overcome
the problems of hunger.
This is done through attacking the
root causes of hunger with programs
of agriculture and water development,
land reclamation and
conservation,
planned parenthood and vocational
training as well as direct relief feeding.
Most of the programs are done
through using rnatenal resources as
wages for developmental work.
The Bowling Green Hike for Hunger
involves a plan whereby anyone who
will, seeks to solicit sponsors who will
make a contribution to CROP for
every mile he walks during the hike
which will be a distance ot
approximately ten miles.
The hike route will circumvent the
city via the University campus and
other high visibility areas beginning
and ending at the Conn House on
Court St.
The proceeds raised in the effort
will be collected and sent to the Ohio
CROP office in Columbus which will
in turn further distribute them to
other hunger fighting agencies as the
hiker or sponsor may designate, such
is Catholic Relief Service, Lutheran
World Relief, National Association of
Evangelicals, World Relief Commission
or the Mennonite Central Committee.
It is hoped that many BGSU
campus organizations, church youth
groups, community service clubs

Leirera
mistake
Thank you for the excellent
coverage of the Rhodes Scholarship: in
Wednesday's
News. I made a
miscalculation in the amount of
money granted by the scholarship - it
should have been $4,800 rather than
the amount stated.
Thank you.
Frank Baldanza
Department of English

and/or individuals will ■ participate in
this community effort.
There will be a CROP Hike For
Hunger inlormation meeting at Trinity
United Methodist Church, 200 North
Summit St. on Sunday afternoon,
October 12, at 3 p.m. at which time a
film will be shown, hike information
and registration forms distributed and
"Help Stop Hunger" buttons passed
out.
All group leaders and individuals
interested in the Bowling Green Hike
For Hunger, either as a hiker or the
sponsor of hikes, should attend this
meeting.
This is one specific way people of
Bowling Green can be actively and
directly involved in helping those in
the world who are hungry find ways to
have more food.

people's broadcaster
Lorenzo W. Milam is said, as a child,
to have been (not had) an imaginary
playmate. Be that as it may, Milam has
not been one to accept the social roles
and institutional limitations that most
of us lack the vision and the energy to
fight off. Specifically. Milam never got
it through his head that broadcasting is
something that is done to you, not
something you do.
For years now, Milam has been
moving around the country, mostly in
the West, starting radio stations or
helping other people start them.
Milam's stations are different in that
they are set up so that anybody in the
community who cares to may use
them.
He regards conventional
educational broadcasting as almost as
patterned and confined as its
commercial counterpart.
Miiam has worked out all the
ways that a person with little money
and much determination can get on
the air.
ALL OF THAT and a lot more is
included in his latest edition of "Sex
and Broadcasting," obtainable from
the
Reginald
A.
Fessenden
Educational Fund, 222 University
Avenue, Los Gatos, California 95030.
While not a book for everyone,
especially those who prefer the
contents of their reading matter
organized like a high school textbook,
don't be misled by the title. You can
learn a great deal about broadcasting
from it.
For the infinitesimal lew who only
have a couple of thousand dollars and
want to start their own radio station,
the book will tell them how they can
do it. In the course of doing that,
Milam supplies the rest of us with an
excellent account of how one Federal
agency, the Federal Communications
Commission! FCC), works.

gb'esi (that which speaks without
pausing for reply).
Should you reject the Yoruba
definition of broadcasting and insist
on replying, Milam can tell you how to
"mau-mau your way onto your local
schlock station." Pick a radion station,
but not one owned by a network at*
big newspaper (their management is
probably foxy enough to obey the
rules).
INSTEAD PICK ONE of the dozens
of others that broadcast the same
Top-40 stuff around the clock. Ask to
see what is called their public file,
which
contains
the
station's
correspondence with the FCC. Every
radio and television station has one
.and is obliged to show it to you after
you give them your name and address.
You need ask no other questions.
Milam says they may give you the
runaround, like saying it's in
Washington, but they are supposed to
have a copy on the premises. If they
don't, you can write the FCC with a
copy to them, of course, and that will
terrify them.
After you get ahold of the public
file, read through it to see what they
promised the FCC they would do in
the way of public service broadcasting
in return lor the privilege of
controlling monopoly possession of a
radio frequency.

Next, look through the file to see
how well they've lived up to their
promises with performance. Milam
says most of them haven't. Now,
under the implicit threat of going to
the FCC about this little matter, you
are in a position to bargain your way
onto the air.
Either out of principle or for the
pure adventure of it, some may choose
illegal transmissions. Milam doesn't
advocate breaking the law, but he does
explain how it can be done cheaply
and effectively, if you study our
communications technology.
There is no need to go rent a boat
and transmit from outside the 12-mile
limit. In this age of microtechnology.
serviceable
equipment
can
be
constructed in the basement with far
greater ease than building an atom
bomb, as they also say you can do in
the workshop next to the1 family
furnace.'
THESE DEVICES can be used to
cut into the micrawave relay network
so that you can make use of the
telephone company's facilities to carry
your illegal message into the nation's
homes.
Milam suggests the possibility of
modest broadcasting crimes as well.
For instance, he tells us it is quite easy
to blot out the background music in
the supermarket with an overriding,
more-powerful signal saying something
like " "The beers in the cooler are
laced with 59 varieties oi diw.iicals as
preservatives and retardants. Do you
know what those chemicals are doing
to your body? Neither does the
government'."
There is. as he says, little point in
wasting
such
ingenuity
and
lawbreaking merely to put another

rock'n'roll group on the air or to
broadcast the sort of pedestrian
pornography now available on the
drugstore magazine shelves.
To encourage an end to monotony,
repetition and the use of radio as mere
background noise, he lists extensive
sources of music, literature and news
that seldom get played by commercial
or non-commercial stations.
"We found that we could tiain
people to be a control room person in
five or ten minutes: all that stuff that
Columbia School of Broadcasting
charges J1,000-we teach them in less
than an hour," Milam writes in. his
conviction
that
amateurs
and
volunteers can do at least as well as
many who are paid to do the work.
Certainly, there's no arguing with
his contention that the sameness of
broadcasting service across the country
is unforgjveably repetitious.
But if we've come to accept the idea
that we need ten stations in every
community of any size to play exactly
the same records, it may be. as Milam
says, because we don't have the spunk
of the evangelist Aimee Seinple
McPherson. She believed in a unique
message, and when the government
closed down her radio station because
it was drifting over onto other people's
frequencies, she wired Washington in
admirable defiance
"Please order your minions of Satan
to leave my station alone stop You
cannot expect the Almighty lo abide
by your wave length nonsense slop
When I offer my prayer lo him I must
fit into his wave reception stop Open
this station at once."
Copyright 1975. The Washinglon PostKing Features Syndicate

TRIR1EEN OEMS??
HOW FAST DO W
GORDRTrilRlttN
CENTS?

Calling them occasional gentle, testy
and powerful nitpickers out of the
pages of Dostocvsky, this unorthodox
broadcaster-who has put many a dirty
word and disturbing thought on the
air-concludes they are honest if
sometimes obtuse bureaucrats who do •
defend a broadcaster's free speech
against local yahoo pressure.

/

Milam knows the industry-its
government regulations, its economics,
its tax breaks, lawyers, technicians and
trade associations -so well he can also
tell you how to gel cm the aii without
going to the bother of setting up your
own station.
That we too can gel on the air is a
very difficult idea to assimilate,
however. As Milam says, even "In the
Kwa language of Yoruba, there are
two words for radio: Ghohungbohum
(snalcher of voices), and A-s' oro ma

3K*
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stalemate weakens

arms reduction proposed
BRUSSELS - An
Allied
move
designed to break the two-year
stalemate over mutual balanced forced
reductions between NATO and the
Warsaw Pact countries is being
weighed by the Atlantic alliance with
the sanction of President Ford.
The proposal, in tentative form, is
whether NATO should offer to reduce
its superiority in American tactical
nuclear weapons in exchange for a
Soviet willingness to pare its
superiority in lanks along the Western
European front.
As confirmed by high-ranking
NATO officials in conversations the
withdrawal of approximately l'.OOO
tactical nuclear weapons, mainly based
within West Germany, out of a total of
about 7.000 spread around NATO
countries. The hope is that Soviet
Party Chairman Leonid Brezhnev
could then respond by authorizing the
removal of several thousand Soviet
tanks from forward positions along the
western borders.
The move, requiring the approval in
principle of the NATO Council of
Ministers and the NATO Military
Committee, is intended to inject some
momentum into the East-West talks on'
MBFR about to resume Vienna.
NEGOTIATIONS have been at an
impasse ever since 1973 due to a
disagreement over the composition of
the military forces on both sides.
The
Warsaw
Pact
countries,
dominated by Moscow, have insisted
on reduc lions in troops and weaponry
that would leave the NATO nations
even more vulnerable to a surprise
attack. The West, therefore, with the
aim of eventually reaching common
ceilings on both sides.
At present, NATO has about
790,000 men, 7,000 tanks, 1,700

J.F. terHorsi

til

aircraft and 7,000 nuclear warheads at
its disposal in Western Europe.
The Warsaw
Pact
countries,
primarily Russia, East Germnay,
Poland and • Czechslovakia, have
940.000 men. 15.500 lanks, more
than 2,800 aircraft, and approximately
3.SO0 nuclear warheads positioned in
Central Europe. The East, thus, is
ahead in all categories except nuclear
weapons.
Although NATO allies have some
tactical nuclear weapons of their own,
the bulk are under firm U.S. control
through a "double-key" system. They
cannot be armed for firing without a
physical switch-on by U.S. officers
under orders from the White House
through
the
Supreme
Allied
Commander in Europe, General
Alexander M. Ilaig. Jr.
THE WEAPONS mainly in the one
kiloton range (1.000 tons of TNT),
include artillery shells, air-to-ground
and ground-to-ground missiles. They
are designed for battlefield use against
troop concentrations, supply depots
and tank formations.
As
acknowledged
by
Colin
Humphreys, the brilliant Britisher who
is NATO Assistant Secretary-General
for military defense affairs, talk of
swapping a cut in nuclear weapons or a
substantial cut in Soviet tanks

amounts to "trading a bogey for a
bogey."
The Soviets long have been worried
about the nuclear superiority of
NATO. And the NATO command has
been equally alarmed by the vast
numbers of Russian tanks. The tank is
not a defensive weapon.
For years, NATO military leaders
have fretted over the capability of the
Soviets
to
launch
a surprise
"blitzkrieg" across the plains of
Western Europe.
'
Even if eventually formalized into a
Western offer, the idea would by no
means erase the potential for nuclear
warfare by either side. But it would
lower risk a notch, pending actual
achievement
of
mutual
and
balanced-force parity between NATO
and Warsaw Pact nations.
EVEN THEN however, the risk of
tactical nuclear warfare and the danger
of escalation into a global exchange
will remain.
While NATO strategy is based on
containing any initial Soviet attack
with conventional weapons and forces,
the military advantage will lie with the
aggressor.
An American president and the
American commanders of NATO will
be under tremendous pressure to use
tactical nuclear weapons to prevent
Western Europe from being overrun
before NATO reserves and VS.
reinforcements can arrive on the scene.
But with the new round of MBFR
talks, NATO is unlikely to offer more
than a one-seventh reduction of
nuclear weapons of assorted types.
For
at
the
authoritiative
international Institute for Strategic
Studies has made clear, in its detailed

1974
comparison
of
NATO-Warsaw-Pact strengths, "The
Soviet Union has the ability to launch
a battlefield nuclear offensive on a
measure scale if she chooses, or to
match any NATO escalation with
broadly similar options."

And Soviet capabilities have grown
since then, according to NATO
sources.
COPYRIGHT 1975, UNIVERSAL
PRESS
SYNDICATE/DETROIT
NEWS
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Flyers to compete

Presentation

By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter

British actor Richard Wordsworth will give a dramatic
presentation, "Taxation. No Tyranny: The British
Reaction to the Declaration of Independence," at 8:15
tonight in Prout Chapel. He also will give a performance
entitled "An Interview with Jefferson," at 8:15 p.m.
Monday in the chapel.

Bowling
Green
State
University Flying Club has
been invited to compete in
the National Intercollegiate
Flying Association regional
meet Nov. 1 in Kalamazoo.
Mich.
The event, which is
hosted by Western Michigan
University, will feature the
best five pilots from each of
15 participating midwestem
colleges.
In order to raise money
to send pilots to the
competition, the flying club
will offer airplane rides
from 2-4 p.m. Sunday at
Wood County Airport, Poe
Road.

Union mixer
The Union Activities (UAO) Organization is
sponsoring an all-campus mixer from 8-12 p.m.
tomorrow in the Grand Ballroom. Union .
Admission is free and UAO will be introducing a newsound system at the mixer.

Pop performance
The Toledo Symphony Orchestta opens its Pops
Season 8:30 tomorrow night with a performance by Doc
Severinsen of NBC's "Tonight" show in Toledo Masonic
Auditorium.
Tickets are now on sale and can be oidered by calling
the symphony box office at (419) 241-1272.

the University because they
can't afford it," Heyde said.
The
dub.
with
a
membership of about SO
University students, faculty
and staff members, is the
only
otganizat ion
authorized to represent the

Rock hours cut
a t campus s ta tion

A RAFFLE foi one hour
of flying instructions also
will be held and Bob
O'Havet. coach of the
United States flying team,
will give demonstrations on
flying.

Performance
Chick Corea and Return to Forevei will perfoim at 8
p.m. Sunday at the Toledo Masonic Auditorium. 4645
Heatherdowns Blvd.
Tickets are priced al $5 in advance and $6 the day of
the show. Tickets are on sale at Masonic Auditorium
Box office and Finder's Records. 128 N. Main St.

Ray Meyde, the club's
president and captain, said
that he hopes to laise about
$500 from Sunday's events.

Choir

"It will cost about 5100
to send each of out five
represenlatives to the meet.
We have a lot of good pilots
on campus, but nobody is
interested in competing for

"Up With People." the international singing gioup.
will perfoim at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the Grand
Ballroom. Union.
Tickets arc pticed at $2 for students and S3 for
non-students. Tickets are on sale at the Union ticket
office. Findei's Records, 128 N. Main St. and the
Bowling Green Chambet of Commcice. 121 E. Woostcr
St.
The performance is sponsoied by the Union Activities
Organization and the Bowling Green Chamber of

Movin' on

Commerce,

The hours have changed but the sound will remain the
same on WBGl1 Radio 88.1 FM. during the late night
hours, according to music director Jon Sinton.
"Vic have changed our rock and roll format slightly,"
Sinton said. "Instead of rocking from 8 p.m. to 6 a.m., we
will go from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m.
Sinton cited a lack of record requests, plus competition
from television and campus activities as the reasons for
changing the rack segment.
WBGU-FM. a member of the National Public and
United Press International Audio Networks, and is one of
two progressive FM rock stations in northwest Ohio,
according to Sinton.
"TOLEDO'S WIOT and WBGU are the only stations in
this area which tastefully put together music."Sinton said.
"By progressive. I mean we don't push lop 40 singles or
broadcast any commericals. We just play album cuts back
lo back in succession."
Sinton said the station presently is broadcasting rock
only from 11 p.m. to 2:30 a.m. but will stretch its hours to
t> a.m. as soon as it rounds up additional disc Jocko) s.
"We need volunteers to work during the early morning
hours," Sinton said. "Interested students can stop by 413
South Hall or call 372-2826 for information."

WELCOME STUDENTS

One of two house* moved from Church Street to Sand Ridge
Road is shown neiring its new site. The area from which the
buildings were removed will allow an expansion of Bowling
Green's No. 3 parking lot. (Newsphoto by Daniel Feieht)

S.G.A. NUMBERS AND NAMES
TO KNOW
PRESIDENT

$67,606 designated

VICE PRES.

Research grants awarded
Two
grants
totaling
$67,606, designated lor use
in research and training
programs in gerontology,
have been awarded to the
University
by
the
Administration on Aging of
the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare.
A SSI.606 grant foi a
one-year
gerontology
i raining
program
will
provide stipends for a select
number
of
students
interested in working with
the aged and will provide
money for persons already
employed in services for the
elderly
who
desire
a
professional education.
Dr.
Annie
Clement,
coordinator of academic

program, will serve
as
director of the one-year
project.
Dr. C. Jean
Rogers,
assistant
professor
of
psychology, was awarded a
$16,000 grant to research
communication skills and
their relation to the aging
process.

program development, said
that part of the grant will be
used to arrange consultant
visitations to campus and
for special-event days on the
topic of aging designed for
the campus.
THE GRANT also will
enable University faculty
members
lo
attend
ge r on t ology-related
workshops and conferences
as well as cover the expenses
of student groups working
with faculty and agency
personnel in assisting the
elderly.
Dr.
Jean
Kincaid,
assistant professor of home
economics and director of
the
gerontology
degree

Dt.
Rogers and her
research associate. Barbara
Keyes of Albion College.
Mich., will investigate the
speaking and listening skills
of the middle-aged and
elderly. Dr. Rogers said she
hopes to leam if there is a
relation between increasing
age and the ability to
communicate.

COFFEE HOUSE:
starring John Bassette
in Carnation Room of Union

KROTZERS
SYCAMORE GROVE
NIOMT CLUB

Beer served.

FOLLOW 105 THRU
PMBRVLE TO BRAONER
RD
OO LFT TO 5»2 —
CNR OF 582 ANO BRONR

Free coffee and tea.
Friday

Her research will involve
a
series
of
informal
interviews
as
well
as
observations of how people
talk with each other in
structured situations where
BUMP
AND BOOOIE
EVERV WEEKEND
TO THE
BEST LIVE BANOS

This Weekend

8:00-12:00 p.m. 50

"THE
ABILITY
to
communicate effectively is
basic to establishing and
maintaining
social
relations," she said. We
know there is a decrease in
social
activity
as
one
becomes older, although we
are not sure of the reasons
for this decline. Perhaps the
changes in social activity are
related to changes in the
way we communicate and in
how we see the world
around us."

University in intercollegiate
flying competitions.
Heyde said that other
flying
clubs
exist
on
campus, but they do not
compete in intercollegiate
events and are commercial
operations.

an individual must consider
another person's viewpoint.
The ability of older persons
io construct good messages
and to understand messages
which require the listener to
fill in the gaps also will be
investigated. Dr. Rogers
said.
Tlie
studies will be
conducted al various senior
citizen centers. Middle-aged
volunteers will be recruited
from church and social
organizations in Bowling
Green and Toledo.

RANDY HATHAWAY
" DAVID CROWL

2-0116
2-3706
2-2951

ST.& COMM. "

D|

2-0116

A.

MARY HELEN FRAMME

2-2951

CULTURAL
BOARD OF

KIM JAKEWAY

352-2694

DENNIS BOTTONARI

2-2047

CK PARRISH

TRUSTEES

REP.

MARY FOLTZ
SUE KLOOS
BRAD BAUER
TIM McGEE
GINNY McGEE
MARY GAMIELLIA
SUE CONSTABLE
2-2951 OR 2-0116

SENATORS

UAO Presents Two Free Mixers This Weekend
Friday
Saturday
MaQic & Fully Assembled
University Sound System
starting at 8 p.m.

will provide the music
from 8-12 p.m. in the

in the Grand Ballroom

Grand Ballroom of the

of the Union.

Union.

will provide the music

Beer served.

Beer served.

Saturday

DAY OF
DOLPHIN

THE STING
SI with BGSU ID

25

with BGSU ID

Start the school year off right
at

MR. BOJANGLES
Back In town by popular demand

■*»■

«•>■

■■»■■■'»■

'»■"»■

East River Drive
featuring
Reed Madison
direct from Las Vegas
formerly with the Del Rey Trio

CALL
352-5166

Starting Sept. 17
Wednesdays thru Saturdays
9:00-2:00
LADIES NITE
WED.-NO COVER
THURS. NITE LITTLE KINGS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

'DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR FAST.FRE&HOT
SUN. THRU THUR. 4 X pji -1 a.m. FRI, SAT. • MO pJti • 2 wn.

+f

MR. BOJANGLES

893 S. MAIN ST.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
WHAT'S SO GREAT
ABOUT GOJU-KAI KARATE,
BESIDES...
f Teaching effective self-defense techniques,
f Disciplining mind and body,
f Giving confidence a shot in the arm,
f Revamping an out-ot-shape body,

,

GOJU-KAI

/ Area's oldest and largest international club (est. I9S9)
f Highest ranking (5th degree Black Belt) Japanese instruction in
N.W, Ohio
f Offering membership in an Olympic affiliated organization
f Providing opportunities for new friendships, skills, and advancement,
and a life-long hobby.
WHAT'S SO GREAT ABOUT GOJU-KAI?
GIVE US A CHANCE AND FIND OUT; IT COULD CHANGE YOUR LIFE
CLASSES- Tues.. Thurs., Sit., Sun.
352-1132
call
474- 4814

Visit our practice TIMS., Sept. 30
201 Haves from 5:30 - 7:30 or ca
352-1832
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The Program of
tlk\tar Isn't on

It's in the Air Force
ROTC.
Look into the Air Force ROTC. And there ere
4-year, 3 year, or 2 year programs to choose from.
Whichever you select, you'll leave college with a commission as an Air Force officer. With opportunities for a*
position with responsibility...challenge, .and, of course,
financial rewards and security.
The courses themselves prepare you for leadership
positions ahead. Positions as a member of an aircrew...
or as a missile launch officer...positions using mathe
malics...sciences. .engineering.
Look out lot yourself. Look into the Air Force ROTC
programs on campus.
CtanUd uV llcpi. of Acri space Sludies
Room 164. Memorial Hall
Priam 372-2176

Put it ad together in Air Force ROTC.

POTTED PLANTS
other created things.
mon. In. sal 10 3
lues. wed. Ihuri 10 6 30

Grant increase
could provide
1 00 more jobs
By Lorraine Jameson

During the last school
year, 396 students held
work-study jobs. Of these,
289 worked on campus and
107 held jobs off campus,
he said. Among the jobs
funded by the work-study
grant are positions at the
University Union, Library,
Health Center and residence
hall cafeterias.
Many
students
held
clerical jobs in academic
departments or worked as
research
assistants.
The
Ohio Tourist Bureau, the
Easter Seal Society and the
Ohio Cooperative Extension
Service provided off-campus
jobs
for
students,
Zimmerman said.

Asst. Managing Editor
, An
increase
in
a
Department
of
Health,
Education
and
Welfare,
work-study
grant
soon
could provide an additional
75
lo
100
jobs
for
University
students, said
Kurt Zimmerman, director
of student employment.
The
SI 67.525
federal
gran 1,
which
is
almost
$40,000 more than the
University
received
lasl
year, pays 80 per cent of a
student's
wages.
His
employer
pays
the
remaining 20 per cent, he
said.

A STUDENT must attend
the University full time and
be in financial need lo
qualify for a job funded by
the
work-sludy program.
Zimmerman said.
Students
work
a
maximum of 60 hours per
■ wo-week pay period and
nol more than 40 hours in a
single week. Zimmerman
recommends not more than
20 hours of work a week for
sludents carrying a full load.
Full lime jobs with the

Zimmerman
said
he
feared there would be fewer
jobs for students this school

by
the Kinsley's

year because of budget cuts
in
many
areas of the
University and an increase
in the number of students
applying
for
existing
openings.

302 S. SUMMIT

352579s

HOWEVER,
the
increased HEW grant allows
some employers, even those
who
have
experienced
budgel cuts,to hire students
because they will nol have
to bear the full brunl of
Ihcir paychecks, he said.

work-study program are
are available in the summer ,
he added.
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meeting
7 Notaohot
14 Kind of pin
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material
17 Trying
experience
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19 Part of "to be"
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retribution
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28 Source of a
fabric
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of art
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the Navahoe
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62
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64 Date in the Middle Agee: Rom

36 Chitchat
37 French pronoun
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48
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60 French
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31 Factor
36 Melody

11

45

40 Electric twitch
mecheniam
43 Act ol twitting
47 Annoy
49 At the apex

28 Initapreeent
condition
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41

10
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12 Word with man
or driver
13 Goddeeaeeof
Greek myth
16 Region of
PakieUn
21 Alterably
23 Utmost
26 Quick aneware
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27 Piece, ai of
augar
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by Garry Trudeau
UH-HUH.

WIYQCISA
HtAgj-atEAKtm

am

,

•muKTBtmr
FOR tOUROL'
/ LAPY?

I

TONIGHT

TVEBEEN

VKKKW6
0N.7ALL

UEEX..

I CXJNN0...I6tMS6irs
SORT OF SiNVMENTAL, BUT
SHE'S 6CHH6 1HUU6HSOME7HN6
SPECIAL &6HTN0W, AND I
UAUT HEX TO KNOW 7>t
M7N HER.. \

UHATSHEHAVH6
A KIP?
f

NO, SHE'S
HUNNH6HK
THE STATE
LEMSLATVRe.

Special B.G.S.U. 'Welcome Back' Tea
Sat. Sept 27 2:00-6:00 50C cover; 2-1

Dixie

■nil CLaSSIFIED '.<■> ,

trie Co.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Friday. September 26. 1975 and Tuesday, September
30th.

AN ENTERTAINMENT UTILITY
Providing an audio-visual oncountor that mixes good pooplo,
groat music, dancing, and fino bovoragos 365 nitos a yoar!

7 milei north
onUS 2 5
874-8649

2548 1 Dixio Hwy
Porrysburo., Ohio

Meeting lor all interested in going out lor Varsity tennis
Rm. 202 Memorial Hall, 4 p.m.

New section: Beginning Yoga open. PER 100/200 T 6.,
R, 10 a.m. WB 212. Instructor Mrs. Rothe.

Sale, book cases, chairs,
Schwinn
girls
10-speed,
misc. items. 432 S. Main.
11-5 Fri. thru Sun.

Need f. rmmte. for 1 bdrm.
spacious apt., veg. pref.
other
ok.
Apt.
244
Greenview Apts. Afternoon.

Fro sounds. 352-1362.

All Skating Club Board Members must attend a meeting
Tues., Sept. 30th at 7 p.m. at the Ice Arena.
Freddies Flock will meet Tuesday, Sept. 30 at 7:30 p.m.
in room 257 Memorial Hall.
Saturday. September 27, 1975
Commuter Center, Moseley Hall open 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Open to the public through the People's Chess
Federation.

roommate

70 Shult in country 12 x 65
2BR skirted, many extras.
686-2543.

Female to live-in room &
board
for
light
housekeeping
and
babysitting. 352-0885.

1 bdrm. trailer. $65/mo.
pay
your
own utilities.
Grand Rapids, jn town.
832-7975 after 3:30.
1

F. need fall, winter & spring
to share apt. 352-6795,
Cheryl.

Garage Sale sofa bed. TV.
dishes, curtains, clothing,
typewriter, misc. 350 South
Grove. Fn.-Sat. 10-7.

One
male
roommate
needed. Call 352-6203.

Large couch $90. 352-3916.

Need
1
f.
352-6061 (4-6).

Male rmmt. own bdrm., off
S.
Main.
$65
max.
352-9217.

Sunday, September 28, 1975
Church of Christ worship service 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
17317 Haskins Road, BG.
BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session 201 Hayes
Hall 5:30-7:30 p.m.
In

the

Monday. September 29, 1975
BGSU Hockey meeting for those interested in varsity
team. 4 p.m. Ice Arena.

Need 1 f. rmmte.' to share vj
hse. close to campus. Fall
qtr. or 3 qtrs. 352-6147.
M Rmmte. preferably 21 or
over,
spacious
basement
Apt., own rm., fireplace,
$75/mo. no tuil., no lease,
provisions for lowering rent
by working for landlord,
available Oct. 1. 352-6875.
PERSONALS

%.

**

POOL TABLES

FOOSBALL

Required meeting of all recreation majors tonight from
7-8 p.m. Women's Gym Bldg.
Richard Wordsworth plays Thomas Jefferson while being
interviewed by BGSU Students in Prout Chapel Monday
Sept. 29 at 8:15 p.m. Sponsored by the English Dept. &
University Artists' Series.

WINES - LIQUORS
PIN BALLS

Free Bridge class help session for beginners and
Inexperienced player taking the UAO bridge class series
which starts Oct. 6.
RIDES

NO COVER
OPEN SEVEN NITES A WEEK
2 PM-2:30 A.M.
352-9951

210 N. Main

'74 GT 380 SUZUKI good
condition: must sell. Ph.
352-7864.

WANTED

BGSU Fin-N-Falcons Scuba Club will meet
Natatorium, Sunday, Sept. 28th at 8 p.m.

J> DRAFT BEER^

FOR SALE

Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship picnic and recreation
5:30-8 p.m. City Park. Meet in tront of Union at 5:15
tor rides.

Taxation no Tyranny! The British Reactions to the
Declaration ot Independence In Prout Chapel, tonight
.Sept. 26 at 8:15 p.m. Sponsored by the English Dept. &
University Artists' Series.

HOWARD'S
CLUBH

Congratulations Cheri and
Wrobol You Malletheadsl!

Beginners guitar lessons, vi
price. $2, call 352-1050.

Tryputs for Falconettes, precision skating team: Tues.
9/30 at 10:15 p.m. Ice Arena.

COLDEST BEER IN TOWN

LOCAL AMWAY DIST' is
helping many persons earn
money working 4 hrs. a day.
We can help you. 352-5689
for interview.

I need a ride to O.U. all
year. Terry, 2-5474.
HELP WANTED
RN & LPN 311 and 11-7
full or part time 353-8411
between 9 and 5.
Address envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible.
See
ad
under
Business
Opportunities. Triple "S".
Need a job? Domlnos is
hiring for all types of help.
Call 352-5221.

SERVICES OFFERED
Expert typing
rates. 352-7305.

reasonable

Address envelopes at home.
$800 par month, possible.
Offer-details, Sand 50 cents
(refundable) to: Triple "S".
699X32
Highway
138.
Pinion Hills. CA 92372.
Like voice lessons? Call
Charlene Harris 2-2181 or
2182.
Leave name and
phone number also time
when you're available.
Voice and piano lessons.
Jackie Staib call 352-0159.

THE
WHEEL
batik,
weaving,
pottery, prints,
woodwork and lots more!
THE
WHEEL
clothes
custom made alterations patches etc.
JUST
ARRIVED
AT
FINDERS:
NEW
JOHN
DENVER - NEW LINDA
RONSTADT
NEW
HARRY
CHAPIN...»II
available at
$3.99, plus
HUNDREDS more.
ROD STEWART and the
FACES
at
the
Toledo
Sports
Arena Sept. "28.
Tickets
available
at
FINDERS.

Gold contour couch 9 mo.
old.
Reasonable
1-874-6518.
Garage Sale Fri., Sat., Sun.
10-4 Furn.. TV's, stereos,
records, tapes & misc. 239
So. College Dr. (1 blk. trom
Kohl Hall).
Must sell Sylvania compact
stereo $75. Call 352-2651.
1973 Fiat "850 Spider"
am/fm radio 4 speed stick, 4
good tires, 1 good spare.
(Top cond.) If interested
contact Shelia or Barb at
353-7554 after 6p.m.
Yard sale. 144 Dixie Ave.
(off
S.
Main)
Sat.-Sun.
Books, household supplies
(some new) misc. COME &
BUY FOR YOUR APT.
1968 LTD, air, needs water
pump. $250 or best offer.
312 Liberty St.. BG
3 piece modern walnut bdr.
set. good condit. $125
352-1729.
Labrador puppies. $5 a
piece from good country
home. 372-2782 John.
Wing back chair excel, cond.
352-6632.

THE WHEEL in the allay
behind Skoolkids Records.
Look for us!

Schwinn collegiate 5 speed

Touchdown!!
Congratulations
on your
engagement
Cheri
and
Wrobol! What a way to
score! L&LThe ADPt's.

Sign-up for Fall Sorority
Rush from Sept. 22 until
Oct.1 at 425 Student
Services from 8 a.m. until
12 or 1 until 5 p.m.

5'k*

•"•"•"«

352-2601.

cond.

Ph.

PEOPLE WHO CARE
CAMPUS CLERGY,
BGSU

Featured from bottom to top: A. Eugene Keil. I'aul Cranei, Stan Ftkermann. Urine Montgomery,
Larry Harris. Theresa Milne. Dirk If ursel. MarlTKvller. Hon Miller, hulhy Hiiltlinger

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
East Woosler Street at Mercer
«

(Across from Harshman Quadrangle)
PHONE: 353-0681
CHAPLAIN: Father Jamn Trautweln
SERVICES: Sundays al a and 10 a.m.
Holy Days as announced
Orthodox Chrlitlam can raach Orthodox clargy
through tha Episcopalian chaplain

THE LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY
University Lutharan Chapal at Williams strict
1124 East Woostar
PHONE: 352 3422
STAFF: Rav. Larry Harris (Mo. Synod):
John Garry, (NLCM)
Trta Rav. Stan Eckermann (NLCM)
SUNDAY WORSHIP 10:30 a.m.
MID-WEEK VESPERS: Wadnasday Evenings
at 9:30 10:00 P.m.

8 ACTIVE CHRISTIANS TODAY
603,Clough street, Box 38
aawimciii otnoa

/

/

iWmmmmSSmt0mm j

/

PHONE: 352-6416
STAFF: Rev. Bruce Montgomery(Church of Christ)

ST. THOMAS MORE UNIVERSITY PARISH

SUNDAY WORSHIP: 10:30 a.m. Commons NE

425 Thurstln (across from McDonald Dorm)

FELLOWSHIP MEETING: 7:00 p.m. Tuesdays,

PH. 352-7555 CAMPUS MAIL: BOX 87
STAFF: Rev. Richard T. Wurjel. MA. STDl

i

Commons NE
UNITED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP (U.C.F.)

Rav. Paul Granei. MA

313 Thurstln Street at Ridge Street

Sr. Theresa Mime, IHM. MA

PH. 352-7534

Sr. Kathy Blddl/iger, OP

( A campus ministry of the American Baptist . Christian,

EUCHARISTIC LITURGIES FO« SUNDAY OBSERVANCE:

CAMPUS MAIL: Box 35

Episcopalian, ALC a, LCA Lutheran,

Sat. 4 p.m., 12 midnight

United Church of Christ, united Metnodta.t,,

Sun. 9:30, 10:45, 1:15 - all at the Chapel

United Presbyterian, USA)
STAFF:

DAILY LITURGIES:
Monday, Wednesday. Friday at >2 noon
Tuesday , Thursday

at 4 p.m.

Dr. Ross Miller, Director
The Rev. A. Eugene Kail, Assoc. Director

SUNDAY WORSHIP at 11 a.m. in U.C.F. CHAPEL
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Microfilm saves space
for University Library
By Cindy Smercina
Stiff Reporter
Microforms
such
as
microfilm,
microfiche,
microcards and microprint
have solved the problems of
preservation, limited space
and accessibility of bulky
printed materials for many
University departments.
"We
have over one
million
pieces
of
microforms," said Melville
Spence, director of the
University Library. "It's a
real spacesaver. Microfilm
can last almost forever."
MICROFILM.
was
introduced in the |940's.
The
University
Ijbrary
began using it on a limited
basis in the I950's.
Many of the library's
periodicals, newspapers and
early
American
writings
now are preserved only on
microforms and slorcd in a
special microforms area.
Microform
reading
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equipment must be used to
read the material.
About 20 readers are
located on the library's
ground floor.
"Some people don't like
to use microfilm," Spence
explained. "Admittedly it's
a little harder to use, but
the advantages outweigh the
disadvantages."
"Vandalism of journals is
also less likely to happen
with microforms," Spence
said. "We also can get
materials we couldn't other
ways. In some cases they are
also cheaper."
Microfilm
and
microfiche.
the
most
commonly used forms, are
similar
to
regular
pit ii i og i .i pit ic
film.
Microcards and microprint
are
less
common
and
opaque in appearance.
Microfiche boasts the
most favorable reduction
rate of 40 10 100 pages of
print reduced to one 4 by 6
inch card.
The library's microfilm
collection, If reproduced in
conventional print form,
would take up "more space
than we have in this
building by a long shot,"
Spence said.
The library does none of
its
own
microform
production. "Unless you're
doing an awful lot of it, it's
cheaper
lo
buy
it
leady-made," Spence said.
The library purchases its
microform
copies
from
cotnmerical companies.
FOR
THE
FUTURE
Spence sees increased use of
microfiche because ol its
favorable reproduction ratio
and its easy storage. He also
sees the possibility of small
personal microform readers
as well as a less expensive
way
of
reproducing
microforms
making
personal.
at-home
use
possible.

FREE

Another
University
division
that
makes
extensive use of microforms
is the Northwest Ohio-Great
Lakes Research Center.
The
center
was
established in 1969 under
the auspices of the OhioHistorical Society and the
University
to
preserve
historical records including
maps, records, photographs
and newspapers form a
19-county area in northwest
Ohio.
Such
historical
documents deteriorate with
age. take up space and arc
not easily accessible to the
public in their original
condition. The transfer of
materials,
especially
newspapers, lo microfilm
has solved these problems,
according to Paul Yon,
archivist at the center.
THE CENTER produces
its own microfilm in its
offices in the Graduate
Center. Much newspaper
reproduction is done on a
contract basis for area
libraries
that
otherwise
could not have copies of "
rare documents the center
collects.
Microfilm reproductions
of rare materials makes
them more accessible to
students and the general
public. Yon said. The
original rare documents,
many dating back to the
I820's, must be stored at a
specific temperature and
humidity
level to best
preserve
them,
while
microfilm can be used under
any conditions and is more
easily stored and retrieved.
Microfilm also solves the
problem
of
the
deterioration of old printed
materials. Microfilm lasts
several hundred years, while
some
newspapers
deteriorate quickly because
of their high acid content.
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Let the
Marantz
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test your
stereo
for free.
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regardless ol age make or
where you OOught it The
Marantr people wilt lade •!
irom there
Firil they will thorouqhly
test your equipment (except
the tuner section ol vou' receiver! on $7 000 worth ol pre
CiSion laboratory equipment
And they'll lell you if you re
getting a" the sound perlor.
mance you paid lor
In addition the results writ
be plotted on a graph lor your
records Vou it also gel an
aliracttve brochure thai eiplains erectly what s been
done and what it all means
r/tere ere no strings al
faded
And you don'l heve 10 buy
anything We re bringing the
Marantz people to our store
simply lo gel you to know us
a little belter

In limes of trouble it is
only natural to look to
other limes as sources of
hope and encouragement.
Sometimes, as in the
'60's, we have enough faith
in ourselves and confidence
in our abilities to look to
the future.
In the '70's, however, it
seems that much of our
faith and confidence were
misplaced. We are in the
future we looked forward to
in the 'hO's and things have
nut turned out as nicely as
we had expected
Thus, we look in the
oilier direction for comfort,
The past suddenly seems a
good deal nicci than ii did
before. It is easy to gloss
over the pain-we have

enough of that around us
now and see only the good
things we seem to have lost.
Nostalgia is the word for
it and it is something thai
we run into everyday-be it
in
John-Hoy
Walton's
depression or In simpler
times
when
everybody
brushed his teeth with
baking soda.
In the wake ol Watergate,
it is only natural then, that
we
lake
a
turn
for
presidenlial nostalgia. Tired
of Machiavellian princes and
largetlhan-life
celebrities.
Aineiica is looking to its
past lo find a Iteio. It looks
for a man who occupied the
While
House
and
was
concerned
about
the
common man as he was
about his own political and
financial future.
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are kept on file there. The Research Center is located
in the Graduate Center. (Newsphoto by Michael
Passarello)

Whitmore 'gives 'em hell'
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IN A TURN of events
that
I
find somewhat
surprising, the man who has
been
chosen
is
Harry
Truman. Although I always
had
been
taught
that
Truman's presidency was
little more than a gap
between the Roosevelt and
I isenhower administrations,
everybody
from
"Chicago's" Robert Lamm
to Washington's Jerry Ford
now seems to be jumping on
the Truman bandwagon.
Perhaps
the
most
welcome
offshoot
of
Truman-mania is a play
entitled "Give 'Km Hell,
Harry!" This play, which
starred James Whilnioie in a
nearly two-hour-long solo
performance
as
Harry
Truman, lecenlly finished a
successful nine-city tour.
One performance of the
play was captured on film.
This
performance
was
repealed here Wednesday as
Hill Sarcgenl's "Theatrovision"
piesentation
of
"Give
Em Hell. Harry"
opened at Stadium Cinema
l-one of 1,500 theaters in
the country selected to
debut this new film.
"Harry" is a unique film.
II makes no attempt al
meeting standard cinema
conventions, One is made
completely aware of the*
fact that this is nothing
more than a slagc play
captured on film.

THERE IS nothing bin
one man alone on a siage.
surrounded by a minimum
of props. There even are
shots
that
reveal
the
presence of the audience at
the original production.
This lack of realism
becomes
almost
totally
unimportant in face of
Whitmore's
performance.
Through the magic of
makeup, costuming and
most importantly his own
tremendous acting abilities.
Whitmore emerges as the
popular image of Harry
Truman on (he screen.
The
merger
of
personalities is so complete
that it becomes difficult to
believe ili.n this is an actor
and not Truman himself
sitting al his desk in the
Oval Office or mowing his
lawn in Independence, Mo.
He is the President that
everyone would" like lo
have. He is vulgar, coaise
and above all a champion of
the common man. The man
portrayed
by Whitmore
knows no pretense. •
During the course of the
film. Whitmore's Truman is
constantly
changing.
Sometimes he is the comic,
mercilessly lampooning such
haughty characters as the
Lady Aslor.
At other turns he is the
inspirational hero, lashing
out vat the menace of
McCarthyism and defending
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BUT THIS matters little.
You can love Harry Truman
or hate him, but I doubt
that you can resist (he man
who speaks in his name in
"Give'tin Hell. Harry!"
He is the ideal American.
He speaks the wisdom that
has been ours since the
founding of the nation. Like
all
folk-wisdom,
ii
is
sufficienriy
nebulous lo
prompt nods of agreement
from
liberals
and
conservatives alike.
As such, it offers little
practical advice for tackling
this country's problems, nor
does
its
unbridled
glorification
ol
Harry
Truman offer a cleai view of
the country's past.
Still.
Whitmore's
commanding performance is
enormously
entertaining.
And the hero he creates is a
larger-than-life ideal, whose
appeal should rival thai of
Davy Crockett.
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his decision to remove Gen.
MacArthurfrom the Korean
conllict on the grounds of
coiistiintiiiii.il necessity.
Al all times, however, he
is
in
possession
of
irrcsistable charm.
I veil
though at one time or
another he is bound to
offend everyone in the
audience.
Whitmore's
Truman is the man we
would like to see in the
While House.
Whether or not the man
portrayed by Whitmore is
actually the man who was
President between 1945 and
1952 is a matter best left
for historians. My own
Ws-bred cynicism cautions
me from totally accepting
that this saint on the scieen
is the same man who
dropped iwo atomic bombs
al the end of a war. which
some historians claim he
knew was already over.
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Purdue win was Nehlen's finest
By Dm Garfieid
Assistant Sports Editor

EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following is the last of a
three-part series on the foot
ball life of Bowling Green
head coach Don Nehlen.
Don Nehlen and Bowling
Green football shared their
finest hour together on
September 16. 1972. The
Falcons
shocked
the
collegiate grid circuit with a
17-14 upset win at Purdue.
For BG. it meant the first
time in history that a
Falcon team played and
beat a Big Ten opponent.
For Nehlen. the win
garnered
the
UPI
coach-of-the-week honor.
LOOKING BACK AT
THE PURDUE CONTEST
HOW DID BG WIN AND

WHAT
WAS
YOUR
PHILOSOPHY
GOING
INTO THE GAME?
"That win was the
greatest ever. We won the
game for two reasons.
Number one, we were a
good football team. Not an
exceptionally fine team like
they were, but we were
pretty darn good.
Number two, they were
trying to learn to run an
offense that they didn't
know how to run. They
were running the wishbone
at that time. They didn't
know how to do it and we
gambled a great deal. Had
they done a few other
things to us. we probably
would have been in trouble.
We told our kids.'They
are much bigger than us and
they are going to get tired.'
If we could go in at half
time no worse than one

touchdown down, we were
going to win.
"And we came in at
halftime tied and our kids
were
screaming
and
yelling.'We're going to win!'
because they believed that
they (Purdue) were so big
that they were going to get
tired. It was a great victory
the biggest victory
Bowling Green football has
ever had."
MANY PEOPLE HAVE
CRITICIZED YOU FOR
RUNNING
TOO
MUCH, HA VENT THEY?
"To be honest, wouldn't
it be silly to try to be a
great passing team and
neglect a great tailback''
Look at which teams are
successful - the Miami
Dolphins, for instance. How
do they do it? They do it by
running and then they mix
in their passing game.
"You look at your great
college teams. Which teams
are successful? Alabama,
Ohio
State,
Michigan.
Oklahoma. How do they do
it? They do it by running
and mixing in passing, not
passing and mixing in
running.
"I don't believe we ever
could win the Mid-American
Conference championship if
we were a passing team, per
se.
"As long as I am here it's
never going to be an aerial
circus. It's going to be a
well-balanced
football
team."
WHAT TYPE OF IMAGE
DOES THE TEAM WANT

;

TO PROJECT THIS YEAR
AND TO WHOM?
"Here's what the players
said they wanted the fans to'
see in them. They wanted to
be a "big play" team, first
of all. They wanted to go
into every game with the
ability for a punt return, a
super kick-off return, a
reverse pass, something like
that which would get the
fans excited.
"The second thing they
came up with was through
trial and error. They wanted
to be known as a "wild,
crazy but poised' football
team. The term "wild and
crazy: encompasses the
whole
thing
about
aggressiveness and super
pursuit.
"The third thing the
players wanted to project
was the appearance of a
united football team."

you become a head coach in
the
Mid-American
Conference there are some
jobs that are better than this
job here. Not as many as
you think, but there are
probably about 40 -- in the
Southeast Conference, in
the Southwest Conference,
the Big Ten, a few in the
Atlantic Coast Conference.
Some of those jobs are
better paying and have
bigger stall's and a lot more
fringe benefits. If a guy puts
together a 9-1 season,
maybe even 8-2. he's got a
chance to move.
"Since I've been here, the
one spot 1 almost grabbed
was Syracuse. We (BG) went
out there and played real
well (41 -41) and had we not
had injuries that year.
(1973) 1 may have gotten
the job. I felt wc would go
9-1 that year."

HAVE YOU HAD ANY
JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
THAT
YOU
HAVE
CONSIDERED SINCE YOU
HAVE BEEN HERE?
"Well, first of all. when

FOR THE FUTURE' DO
YOU PLAN TO BE HERE
FOR AWHILE?
"My aspirations are to go

as far as I can possibly go in
coaching. 1 love Bowling
Green and you never know
in what direction the good
Lord has set for you. I'm

CINEMA I

going to work hard here at
Bowling Green and make
this job so super and well
organized
that
it
is
enjoyable to be here."
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A meeting is set for 4
p.m. Monday at the Ice
Arena lounge for those
students interested in
trying out for varsity
hockey.
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Even grown men cry as evidenced in this 1973 photo
taken of head football coach Don Nehlen in a loss at
Ohio University. Although the Falcons were losers in
this contest. Nehlen has coached BG to big wins over
Purdue. Syracuse. Brigham Young and a pair over
Southern Mississippi in the past three years.
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Microfilm saves space
for University Library
By Cindy Smercina
Staff Reporter
Microforms
such
as
microfilm,
microfiche,
microcards and microprint
have solved the problems of
preservation, limited space
and accessibility of bulky
printed materials for many
University departments.
"We have over one
million
pieces
of
microforms," said Melville
Spence, director of the
University Library. "It's a
real spacesaver. Microfilm
can last almosl forever."
MICROFILM,
was
introduced in lite l°.40's.
The University
Library
began using it on a limited
basis in the I'ISO's.
Many of the library's
periodicals, newspapers and
early American writings
now are preserved only on
microforms and slored in a
special microforms area.
Microform
reading
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equipment must be used to
read the material.
About 20 readers are
located on the library's
ground floor.
"Some people don't like
to use microfilm," Spence
explained. "Admittedly it's
a little harder to use, but
the advantages outweigh the
disadvantages."
"Vandalism of journals is
also less likely to happen
with microforms," Spence
said. "We also can get
materials we couldn't other
ways. In some cases they arc
also cheaper."
Microfilm
and
microfiche,
the
most
commonly used forms, are
similar
to
regular
photographic
film.
Microcards and microprint
are less common and
opaque in appearance.
Microfiche boasts the
moil favorable reduction
rate of 40 to 100 pages of
prinl reduced to one 4 by 6
inch card.
The library's microfilm
collection, if reproduced in
conventional print form,
would take up "more space
than we have in this
building by a long shot,"
Spence said.
The library does none of
its
own
microform
production. "Unless you're
doing an awful lot of it, it's
cheaper
to
buy
it
leadymade," Spence said.
The library purchases its
microform copies from
coinrnerical companies.
FOR THE FUTURE
Spence sees increased use of
microfiche because of its
favorable reproduction ratio
and its easy storage. He also
sees the possibility of small
personal microform readers
as well as a less expensive
way
of
reproducing
microforms
making
personal.
at-home
use
possible.

Another
University
division
that
makes
extensive use of microforms
is the Northwest Ohio-Great
I .ikes Research Center.
The
center
was
established in 1969 under
the auspices of the OhioHistorical Society and the
University
to
preserve
historical records including
maps, records, photographs
and newspapers form a
19-county area in northwest
Ohio.
Such
historical
documents deteriorate with
age. lake up space and are
not easily accessible to the
public in their original
condition. The transfer of
materials,
especially
newspapers, to microfilm
has solved these problems,
according to Paul Yon,
archivist at the center.
THE CENTER produces
its own microfilm in its
offices in the Graduate
Center. Much newspaper
reproduction is done on a
contract basis for area
libraries that
otherwise
could not have copies of '
rare documents the center
collects.
Microfilm reproductions
of rare materials makes
ihem more accessible to
students and the general
public, Yon said. The
original rare documents,
many dating back to the
1820's, must be slored al a
specific temperature and
humidity level to besl
preserve
Ihem,
while
microfilm can be used under
any conditions and is more
easily stored and retrieved.
Microfilm also solves the
problem
of
the
deterioration of old primed
materials. Microfilm lasts
several hundred years, while
some
newspapers
deteriorate quickly because
of their high acid content.
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Ann O'Brien, Graduate Assistant in Rehabilitative
Counseling, works in the N.W. Ohio-Great Lakes
Research Center microfilming old newspapers which
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Whitmore 'gives 'em hell'
Review By
David Fandray
In times of trouble it is
only natural to look to
oilier times as sources ol
hope and encouragement.
Sometimes, as in the
'60's, we have enough faith
in outselvcs and confidence
in our abilities to look lo
the future.
In lhe '70's, however, il
seems that much of our
faith and confidence were
misplaced. We are in Ihe
future we looked forward lo
in the '60's and things have
mil turned out as nicely as
we had expected
Tims, we look in Ihe
oilier direction for Comfort.
Ilio past suddenly seems .i
good deal nicer than il did
before. Il is easy lo gloss
over ihe pain-wc have

enough of thai around US
now and sec only the good
things we seem to have lost.
Nostalgia is the word for
it and it is something thai
we run into everyday-be il
in
John-Boy
Walton's
depression or in simpler
limes
when
everybody
brushed his teeth with
baking soda.
In Ihe wake ol Watergate,
il is only natural then, thai
we
lake a turn for
presidenlial nostalgia. Tired
of Machiavellian princes and
larger-than-life celebrities.
America i* looking to In
past lo find a hero. Il looks
loi a man who occupied ihe
While House and was
concerned
about
the
common man as he was
about his own political and
financial future.
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IN A TURN of events
thai I find somewhat
surprising, the man who has
been chosen is Harry
Truman. Although I always
had been tauglil that
Truman's presidency was
little more than a gap
between the Roosevelt and
Eisenhower administrations,
everybody
from
"Chicago's" Robert Lamm
10 Washington's Jerry Ford
now seems to be jumping on
the Truman bandwagon.
Perhaps
the
most
welcome
offshoot
oi
Truman-mania is a play
entitled "Give 'Em Hell.
Harry!" This play, which
starred James Whiimoie in a
nearly two-hour-long solo
performance
as
Harry
Truman, recently finished a
successful nine-city lour.
One petformance of the
play was captured on film.
This
performance
was
repealed here Wednesday as
Bill Sarcgent's "Theatrovision" presentation
of
"Give 'Em Hell. Harry"
opened al Stadium Cinema
I-one of 1.500 (healers in
ihe country selected to
debul iIns new film.
"Harry" is a unique film.
11 makes no atlempi al
meeting standard cinema
conventions. One is made
completely aware of die*
fact that this is nothing
more than a stage play
captured on film.

First
■ All Campus

associates
Wondering about the rondilion ol you' audio equipment7
Just bring in you' amplifier
preamplifier or receiver
regardless o' age make or
where you bought d The
Marant; people will lake it
tiom there
rirst they will Ihoroitghly
lesl your eguipmenl (encept
the lune* section ol you' receiverl on $7 000 worth of precision laboratory eguipmenl
And they ll leu you if you'te
getting an the sound peiformance you paid for
In addition the results will
be plotted on a graph tor your
records

Vouil also gel an

attractive brochure thai explains exactly what s been
dono and what it an means

fnere ere no strings af
itchtd
And you don't have to buy
anything We re bringing the
Maiantr people lo our store
simply to gel you 10 xnow us
a tittle better

are kept on file there. The Research Center is located
in the Graduate Center. (Newsphoto by Michael
Passarello)

THERE IS nothing bul
one man alone on a stage,
surrounded by a minimum
of props. There even are
shots thai
reveal
the
presence of the audience al
the original production.
This lack of realism
becomes almosl totally
unimportant in face of
Whitmore's
performance.
Through the magic of
makeup, costuming and
most importantly his own
tremendous acting abilities.
Whit more emerges as the
popular image of Harry
Truman on the screen.
The
merger
of
personalities is so complete
thai if becomes difficult lo
believe that this is an actor
and not Truman himself
silling al his desk in the
Oval Office or mowing his
lawn in Independence, Mo.
He is the President thai
everyone would" like lo
have He is vulgar, coarse
and above all a champion of
Ihe common man. The man
portrayed by Whitmore
knows no pretense. •
During Ihe course of the
film. Whiimore's Truman is
constantly
changing.
Sometimes he is the comic,
mercilessly lampooning such
haughty characters as the
Lady Astor.
At other turns he is the
inspirational hero, lashing
out wit the menace of
McCarthyism and defending

Special Showing

BEER BLAST

II RQIOISE SILVER COBAL
DIRECT FROM \RI/.0V\

SAT. .SEPT. 27

Sal. 10 a.m. - •"> p.m.'

8:30 - ?
^
&
<* $1.50 ALL YOU CAN DRINK •

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

V

his decision lo remove Gen.
Mac Arthur Irom ihe Korean
conflict on the grounds of
constitutional necessity.
At all times, however, he
is
in
possession
of
irrcsislahle charm. I sen
though al one nine or
another he is bound to
offend everyone in the
audience.
Whilmoie's
Truman is the man we
would like lo see in ihe
White House.
Whether or not Ihe man
portrayed by Whitmore is
actually the man who was
President between 1945 and
1952 is a matter best left
for historians. My own
'oO's-bred cynicism cautions
me from totally accepting
ili.ii this saint on the screen
is the same man who
dropped two atomic bombs
al Ihe end of a war. which
some historians claim he
knew was already over.

BUT THIS matters little.
You can love Harry' Truman
or hate him. but I doubt
that you can lesist the man
who speaks in his name in
"Give "Em Hell. Harry!"
He is ihe ideal American.
He speaks the wisdom that
has been ours since Ihe
founding of Ihe nation. Like
all
folk-wisdom, it is
sufficiently nebulous to
prompt nods of agieemeni
from
liberals
and
conservatives alike.
As such, it offers little
practical advice for tackling
this country's problems, nor
does
its
unbridled
glorification
of
Harry
Truman offer a cleai view of
the country's past.
Still.
Whiimore's
commanding performance is
enormously
eniertaining.
And the hero he creates is a
larger-than-life ideal, whose
appeal should rival that of
Davy Crockett.

In Harthmun ("a/rirria

'Enough strmi/t stuff to keep audience* both
Huspinu and wide eyed... Hau- slices of
life—l marvel throughout."
I 'arid v

UAO PRESENTS

AVERAGE
WHITE
BAND
Oct. 5th- Anderson Arena
8:00 pm
TICKETS ARE

$6.00 rmsorvd
$500 genera' admission
and arm available of fho
UNIVERSITY UNION TICKET OfHCE
starting today.

I
I
I

0

THE EARTH IS A SINFUL SONG
is tna nrtt film to tan about tn. lift
of IK* people in Finnish Laoland
In a vivid and truthful way.

It Goal

not nasrtata to cast llgnt on the lust,

I

and violent aspect, of axistanca u rider
harsh local conditions.

Mrthis
aShtfulSo^
m

TO>«O,602

SYLVANIA 478 8187 FREE PARKING *s ""nut., !
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Purdue win was Nehlen's finest
By Din GirfiHd
Assistint Sports Editor

EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following is the list of i
three-part series on the foot
ball life of Bowling Green
head coach Don Nehlen.
Don Nehlen and Bowling
Green football shared (heir
finest hour together on
September 16, 1972. The
Falcons
shocked
the
collegiate grid circuit with a
17-14 upset win at Purdue.
For BG. it meant the first
time in history that a
Falcon team played and
beat a Big Ten opponent.
For Nehlen. the win
garnered
the
UPI
coach-of-the-week honor.
LOOKING BACK AT
THE PURDUE CONTEST
HOW DID BG WIN AND

WHAT
WAS
YOUR
PHILOSOPHY
GOING
INTO THE GAME?
"That win was the
greatest ever. We won the
game for two reasons.
Number one. we were a
good football team. Not an
exceptionally fine team like
they were, but we were
pretty dam good.
Number two, they were
trying to learn to run an
offense that they didn't
know how to run. They
were running the wishbone
at that time. They didn't
know how to do it and we
gambled a great deal. Had
they done a few other
things to us, we probably
would have been in trouble.
We told our kids.'They
are much bigger than us and
they are going to get tired."
If we could go in at half
time no worse than one

touchdown down, we were
going to win.
"And we came in at
halftime tied and our kids
were
screaming
and
yelling.'We're going to win!"
because they believed that
they (Purdue) were so big
that they were going to get
tired. It was a great victory
the biggest victory
Bowling Green loo;',.all has
ever had."

TO PROJECT THIS YEAR
AND TO WHOM?
"Here's what the players
said they wanted the fans to'
see in them. They wanted to
be a "big play" team, first
of all. They wanted to go
into every game with the
ability for a punt return, a
super kick-off return, a
reverse pass, something like
that which would get the
fans excited.

MANY PEOPLE HAVE
CRITICIZED YOU FOR
RUNNING
TOO
MUCH, HAVENT THEY?
"Tb be honest, wouldn't
it be silly to try to be a
great passing team and
neglect a great tailback?
Look at which teams are
successful - the Miami
Dolphins, for instance. How
do they do it? They do it by
running and then they mix
in their passing game.
"You look at your great
college teams. Which teams
are successful? Alabama.
Ohio
State.
Michigan.
Oklahoma. How do they do
it? They do it by running
and mixing in passing, not
passing and mixing in
running.
"I don't believe we ever
could win the Mid-American
Conference championship if
we were a passing team, per
se.
"As long as I am here it's
never going to be an aerial
circus. It's going to be a
well-balanced
football
team."

"The second thing they
came up with was through
trial and error. They wanted
to be known as a "wild,
crazy but poised' football
team. The term "wild and
crazy: encompasses the
whole
thing
about
aggressiveness and super
pursuit.
"The third thing the
players wanted to project
was the appearance of a
united football team."

WHAT TYPE OF IMAGE
DOES THE TEAM WANT

you become a head coach in
the
Mid-American
Conference there are some
jobs that are better than this
job here. Not as many as
you think, but there are
probably about 40 -• in the
Southeast Conference, in
the Southwest Conference,
the Big Ten. a few in the
Atlantic Coast Conference.
Some of those jobs are
better paying and have
bigger staffs and a lot more
fringe benefits. If a guy puts
together a <M season,
maybe even 8-2. he's got a
chance to move.
"Since I've been here, the
one spot I almost grabbed
was Syracuse. We (BG) went
out there and played real
well (41 -»1) and had we not
had injuries that year.
(1973) 1 may have gotten
the job. I felt we would go
9-1 that year."

FOR THE FUTURE' DO
YOU PLAN TO BE HERE
FOR AWHILE?
"My aspirations are logo

All SHOWINGS!
«, ALL SEATS * ,
CLA-ZCl.
• 'Ml • I»(

.

NOW PUYING

Hockey
meeting

'DINOSAURS'

going to work hard here at
Bowling Green and mike
(his job so super and well
organized
that
it
is
enjoyable to be here."

CINEMA I

HELD OVER
TODAY AT
5:00 - 7:30 - 9:30
SAT. • 2:00 - 7:30 - 9:30
SUNDAY AT
2:00 - 5:00 - 7:30 - 9:30

AT B.G.'s STADIUM PLAZA

HELD OVER NATIONWIDE!
"EVERYONE'S WILD ABOUT HARRY!"
- WttSWU" MA6A/IW

"A
SUPERB PERFORMANCE!"
.(•MtnrM
"IT'S
BRILLIANT! IT'S UNCANNY!"
-suinwciscoiuwMri
n

HAVE YOU HAD ANY
JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
THAT
YOU
HAVE
CONSIDERED SINCE YOU
HAVE BEEN HERE?
"Well, first of all, when

as far as I can possibly go in
coaching. I love Bowling
Green and you never know
in what direction the good
Lord has set for you. I'm

A FIERY CHARACTER!i»»

A BICENTENNIAL***
CELEBRATION***

AT 7:15 .. 10:15
'CINDERELLA'
AT BiSO

Bitl fifM/JWtl pn«.i.

SAT. •• SUN. MAT. i P.M

A meeting is set for 4^
p.m. Monday at the lce{
Arena lounge for those]
students interested inl
trying out for varsity|
hockey.

Let Grumman teach you to fly
the new way
Before you look into learning to lly think about this
Grumman American Flying Contois have Ihe newest
techniques and laiesi audio visual aids lo lot you learn to
lly comfortably as last as you' own learning pace will
allow And thai means elliciency which is easy on your
pocketbqpk Grumman American Flying Centers are run by
people who know how to leach as well as fly And you
learn in the kind of airplanes you II be flying m iho years
ahead simple smoolh-llymg airplanes in.it delivei Ihe
speeds you wanl without Ihe fuel-wasting f.u and fl.il> thai
flyings oul lolighl

JAMES
WHITMORE
as Harry S. Truman in
'GIVE'EM HELL.
HARRY!
A pi., b,

_■ ' '

i p ||

rrwiHM •. ir» >»«'»,

oamiiel ballU - Samuel Gallu and Thomas I McErlarw
"'p°eter"riunt Al Ham and Joseph E. Bluth
E»cutiY. prtfami

j QiricW ky

Bill Sargent and John J. Tennant j Steve Binder
Technicolor'
co M

_ " "

*»° '*—'
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TICKETS AVAILABLE IN ADVANCE
OR AT THE DOOR
PASS LIST SUSPENDED

Even grown men cry as evidenced in this 1973 photo
taken of head football coach Don Nehlen in a loss at
Ohio University. Although the Falcons were losers in
this contest. Nehlen has coached BG to big wins over
Purdue. Syracuse. Rrigham Young and a pair over
Southern Mississippi in the past three years.

CINEMA II

A VIAN ASSOCIA TES INC.
WOOD COUNTY AIRPORT
BOWLING GREEN 352-3335

GET THE REAL STORY
0\ FRATERNITIES

AT B.G.'s STADIUM PLAZA

SUN. MAT. - 2:00 - 4:30

NOW -THE TOP GROSSING FILM OF ALL TIME!

ANNOUNCING....

DELTA IPSILON
OPEN HOUSE

NOW!
EVE. AT 7:15 - 9:45
SAT. MAT. - 2:00

A FULL AND COMPLETE

JAWS
..■■.ir^^y

Sept. 28 7:30-9 p.m.
HOI ■ CM MUHM MUUiU (OTTj

PARDON FOR ALL THOSE WHO
HA VEN'T DISCOVERED WHA T GOES
ON AT

NOW THRU
SUNDAY
OPEN 7:00 SHOW 8:00

Now you can see it...
A bold look at the bizarre world
of abnormal sexual behavior!

e

iTTU
Jti

IF flEOTB

Simply turn yourself
in at

OPEN HOUSE
& EATING TOUR

Joseph Brenner
Presents

6 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 28th
FREE and OPEN to all....
• specially thota infrmttmd in

... spirit growth
... tutoring a child
... helping a handicapped person
... small group Christian fellowship
... working thru personal problems
relating to issues
... relating to issues

... lively worship

BRODY

QUINT

HOOPER

ROY
JAWS

ELLEN

DREYFUSS

. UNITED CHRISTIAN FELOWSHIP
GIRL M ROOM 2A Starring Daniela Giordano
CO-HIT AT 9:45

TOWER OK EVIL'

FRI.-SAT. BONUS
LATE SHOW

•CRY RAPE'

SUNDAY WORSHIP 11 AM
Thurstln at Ridge
SUPPORTING CHURCHES: American Baptist. Disciples of Christ, Episcopal. United
Methodist, Lutheran (Alc-Lca), United Church of Christ, United Presbyterian

• ■ \,-y ■ ■ ■ rum

PG

'pAMNTAlCIMANQ SUKtCTBI

omciMi UXMorucs wuuiu on KCA acotos t runs
H«*i «-* ••! titNAOjaa*
(See it from the beginning!) ..wKiooinBisiraiiouNGa
PASS LIST SUSPENDED

Gridders travel to Dayton

BG risks win streak
H> Dick Rees
Sports Editor
The Falcon football team, undefeated in its first two
pines, will put us unblemished record on the line
tomorrow evening when u navels t<> Dayton to meet the
University ol Dayton Flyers
Kickofl is scheduled fot 7 W p.m. in Welcome Stadium
as the Ryers will be aiming for then second consecutive
win attei dropping theit insi two games of the season.
Howling Green will he the lointh sh.nghi undefeaied
team thai Dayton lias faced ludging from last week's 11-9
win ovet previously unbeaten Akron, Dayton has the
firepower to make il an exciting clash
"Dayton is a lot different from the litst couple ol
weeks," Falcon coach Don Nelilen said yesterday. "They've
completely changed iheit offensive philosophy and they've
made il successful

and Eastern Kentucky (30-24), Dayton committed I?
offensive turnovers.
Bui last week. Flyer coach Ron Marcmiak replaced
quarterback Hill Naumann with H.J. Bailey, changed his
offense to an l-formation Ml and made some other
personnel changes
"Bailey looked impressive from what I've seen on film.'
Nehlen said "Overall. Dayton is an experienced team."
Dayion ho.isis an outstanding kicker in Greg Schwarber,
who has gieal field goal range.
"Dayton's kicking game is stmng," Nehlen said. "Once
lliey gel inside the 51). they don'I punt."
Ihe Falcons, already missing foui siaiieis because ol
knee injuries, may lie without the services ol starting
middle guard Dave Drown, who was injured in practice tills
week.
Second-team middle guard Al Nozak ha' ,1 had ankle
sprain and will not make the trip II Brown is ruled out ol

"The) i l>.i> hull have gone from a mistake-prone offense
10 a mistake-free offense." he added.
In losing us lusi two games to Western Kentucky (27-7)

action, Nehlen said freshman Jim Mitolo would open at
middle guard, with back-up tackle loin KrallC lending help
freshman Jell Groth, a standout in last weekend's win
uvei Southern Mississippi, is slated lo alternate al wingback
will) junioi Sieve kuehl

Golfers hold
fall qualifier

Starling wingback John Holes currently is sidelined with
a knee injury Groth also will hold foi estia point kicks and
held goals, a luneiion thai Holes normally performs.

I reshman Steve Cruse holds a two-stroke lead at
the halfway point ol the I alcon goli team's hill
qualifici
Cruse lired tounds ol ?3 and 77 lo pace a held ol
JJ golfers surviving the initial 36 holes Bowling
Green coach lolui Pipci has anolhei 18-ltole round
idieduled loda) and .i final round set fin tomorrow
on the University Goll Course
llll
OKU.INA1 Held ol 55 was cut lo 22
loll..nine the opening I won
ds lunioi k.i\ Ainccn
curreml) is second with a 152 total (71
'-i
Sophomore lolin Miller, the Falcons' leading
rclumee, is next .ii 15.1(77 Id), wild fieshtnan Jim
I ..id right behind al 154 I•'» v i
Sophomore Gar> rrcater, who placed inst in last
year's qualifier, has totaled I •
|7ti-KI>,with olhet
v el e i,II is Steve Mossing I I S(i) and .Inn Deckel I lf>0| in
contention
I'nvi ailnlMiled ill,- high scores lo the cold and

with sophomores Marcus lohnson and Andre Parkci
backing-up tailback Dave Preston and sophomore Inn
(i.nise and lieshnian Steve llolovacs supporting regulai
fullback Dan Salecl

Bv Norm Baker
Staff Writer
Nabbing iis fust victory
ol the season will he the
Falcon soccer team's goal at
J tit) p.m. loinoiiow
.ii
Kenl Stale University,
Coach Mickey Cochrane's
troops
tied
hosl
Ohio
Wesley an,
II.
in
then
season openei last I ucsd.iv

defenses the rest ol Ihe con
lesl
Meanwhile, Kent Stale
w .is ,i viotot in its season
openei. defeating
5-1. Ihe Golden

Capital,
I lashes.

coached in Frank limit
will he out lo avenge last
year's '-0 defeat suffered
against Howling Green,
IN
con lesl

I AS!
II \R\
agauisl
Kent

forward Steve Killlcbergci
lied a I alcon team record

S PORTS
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loi inosi po'mts in a single
game with
I WO assisis.

two goals and

Ihe I .ikons will go into
Saturday's contest wiihoui
one ol ihen kev players
Slnkei
midlieldei
Sieve
t abalka lie injured a thigh
muscle in luesdav's game
while
sophomore
Mart)
Kolllick Iwisicd an ankle
Hoih players aie listed as
questionable starters
"Kent lias a more potent
leaui than a ycat ago due to
some line recruiting, Inn
Ihe) pose as an unknown
l.i,lot
foi
US since we
haven't seen ihem pla) yel
and thus know little about

The BG News]
Kill

flyer offense tomorrow evening (Newsplmlo In Lance Viynnl

Soccer squad battles Flashes

llighl in a lam soaked game
which saw both teams score
carl) and displa) outstanding

winds weatliet and .1 heavtei rough on the course

Howling (,reen defenders (.reg Kampe 151. Kevin (lav ion I middle 461 and Dave
Brown (59) combine lo take down a Southern Mississippi runner in last weekends
1614 Falcon win. The Falcon defense will be out to -top an improved Dayton

Smother

NHILEN FLANS to lake sis. running hacks 10 Dayion.

lhem." Cociirane explained
"What
we
have
to
enlrate
on
this
weekend is snnpK getlmg
more goals in ihe uei."
added the veleran coach

Page s

"We have io capitalize on ,i
created
opportunity
up
front oi a nu-lake b> the
opposing learn "
STATISTICS
lack
Cochrane's thinking.
Ihe
I ilcon hooters scored only
three times in ihen final
three g.nnes last season and
have tallied only once tins
season
againsl
Ohio
Wesleyan, a learn winch Ho
dele,iled -I (I last season.
Onk lupei pla) In the
Ohio VvcsU'v an defense kept
ihe Falcons from scoring at
leasl three tune- in a game
which included .in OVet lilrle
period.
On
two
othei
occasions, HO players hit
the uprights

I:M<H»

Will Griffin break He ism an tradition?
B) Hill Eatep
Assistant Sports Editor
lhcie aie a host ol able-bodied collegiate gridders this
fall thai hope lleisinan history repeals llscll
Il II doesn't. Archie Gnflin, Ohio Slate's fabled tailback,
will •nice again wall, .iw.iv from ihe Downtown Athletic
Cluh ol New ^oik with liis second straight llcisman

ENDS LARRY Kl III V ol Yale in IO.tt.and Icon Hart
oi None Dame m 1949 were the onlv non-backs logatnei
ihe tuiv replica ol a running hack Most NS, \t members
believe that the Out land ftophy, given annuall) to lite
outstanding Inierioi lineman by ihe Football Winers
Vssoctalion ol American, elimmales linemen from ihe

Ihe nationally letevised contest will match Gnffinl
againsl Brunt quarterback John Sctatra
Sciaira, who totaled l,2.»5 v.uds passing .md I'oui
touchdowns last season in onlv seven appearances, became
a from runnel aftei he became ihe driving force behind
;
I'd Ai 's upset oi lenncsct last week Sciarra

lleisinan w mners.
Huh ihe season onlv

present!) ranks seventh in the nation in total offense with
-I s yards pei game.

two weeks old. live ha, ks in

Trophy, a feat ncvci accomplislied in the 40 \e.ns ihe
award ha- been given.
Griffin, who nished loi l.o'i.S v.mis last season, became
onlv ihe fifth lunioi to lug home the llcisman hardwaie

particulat have emerged as promuieni ihreats to Griflin's
Iroph)

His careei yardage ol i."Ml in '27 carries including the
opening Iwo games ol this season) is closing in on Cornell
all Amen, an Id Maiinaio's all-time in.uk oi I.SI ' v.uds
netted from i■>»••> 'I
Griffin always has been ihe first lo give Ins inierioi
lineman most ol the credit fot hi- success \\uh holes
opened ihe last three years In Buckeye lineman such as
John I licks. Knit Schumacher. Sieve Mveis and Doug
France, it's likctv Woods Haves him sell could have inn loi

lleisinan candidates Joe Washington and sieve Davis Hm
both ma) suffet from probationary aftermaths, since the
Sooners aie nol allowed a national television appearance

100 v.uds a game
. But graduation left gigantic gaps in ihe Ohio Stale line
(onlv guard led Smith and tackle Scott Dannell) returned)
as the Bucks lace then lolighcsl schedule in Haves' > ycai
tenure Ihen ll-game slate includes Michigan State, I'enn
Stale, III \ and Michigan
Griffin, who onlv played M\ aveiage -it -.' minutes a
game last season, lias seen a lull oil minutes ol playing tune
in wins ovei I'enn Slate and Michigan Stale and both he and
lus line have survived admtrabl)
Running primar) behind massive 275-pound tackle Chits
Ward, Griffin has netted HIS and 128 v.uds respective!)
against Michigan Slate .md I'enn State
The Downtown Mltletic Club has been reluctant to do
Iwo things in the past One is give the aw aid to a lineman
and another is to let a lunioi iepe.it as the winner.

Oklahoma, who is oil probation fot (lie first lime m
three seasons and has not losi in <\ games, features

and therefore wall lose some much-needed exposure
Washington rushed lot l..-.'l v.uds in onlv 194 carries
last fall and is challenging formei Heisman winnet and
Soonet alumnus Sieve Owens' itig I ighi rushing recotd Ihe
196-pound halfback was used sparing!) in Oklahoma's
season opening 62-7 thrashing ol Oregon but netted I St)
v.uds ag.unsi Pittsburgh last Saturday as Ol protected us
nuinbei one national i.inking vvilh a 48-10 win.
Davis, who has engineeied .' ; Soonei wins. COtliphnientS
Washington in the wishbone-1 hack field with a strong
passing aim and occasional fancy footwork He iluevv loi
I.'Oil v.uds and JO touchdowns last ve.u and ha- heen
impressive this fall.
Illf PITT-OKLAHOMA contest ma) have settled the
fate of one Heisman challenger, namel) Pitt's lonv Dorset!.
Tie Washington
Dorsetl matchup developed into a
nightmare tor the eastern sensation, while Little Joe was
leaving Put defenders scattered on the field. Dorseti ran tor
onlv I ' vaids
Anothei important intersectional battle, Ohio State at
UCLA on Oct. 4. may clear
contenders.

ihe an for at

least

Ihe real darkhorse in ilns fall's Heisman scramble i- a
product oi John McKay's backlield machine, fullback
Rick) Hell oi Southern California
Huill in ihe mold ol Mike Garrett, O I Simpson, Sam
Cunningham and Anthony Davis. Hell ahead) lias raced foi
l 'l v aids and scored 40 points m I'SC win- ovei Oregon
Slate and Duke
Both Sciarra and Hell do have ihe siiong Wc-i Coast piess
and mail) llcisman votes al then fingertips, but thai still
didn't help last yeat's runnerup, Davis ol I SC
PROBABLY lilt MOST overlooked and underrated
pigskin performei in ihe nation, along with an endless
nuinbei ol linemen, is I uh State's I ouie Gtammona.
Giammona
was
ihe
NCAA's all-purpose
running
champion in '■•''■> with 1.984 v.uds in onlv nine games. But

ORGANIZA TIONAL MEETING FOR

OLD and NEW
Members
Sunday, Sept. 28 7 p.m.
Carnation Room, Union
Refreshments served.

( abalka is a three ve.u
veleran
who
was
an
honorable mention ill Ohio
Choice l.ol ve.u and was .,

i M \i
I >sl

•.,
is

c« team.
a
iwo

veai

a: .md starlet lot the
falcons at lullhack while
Icslei
and

started last
w iv
BG's
.'. pi.iv er.

se ison
niosl

Falcon harriers
challenge Toledo
Itv Hill Estep

.

.1' .lied '•'
il the field

Assistant Sporls I ditoi
i I

uuliv

squad will nv to extend its
lin\ ovei ihe I niversil

irnci individual honors
I buck who finished I 7th
in the 1 s I I I I JIIOIIJ!' last
ve.u '.< w in all Vine-108)11

l.iledo
al
IO-.10
tomorrow when the two
Mid-American
Conference
i \l \l i squads tangle al lite
Ottawa
Park
course
m
foledo.
Ihe Rocket harriers have

ve.u
the season
I

nevet
hcaien
j
Mel
Hio.lt -coached
Howling
Ureen leant
Last season
loledo losi a ii.iilow '"• ! '
decision to the I .ikons

both I I and Hi. have faced
this season
I lie falcons
opened ihe season with j

" I hev
aie
111 licit
improved ovei last season.''
Brodl said ol the Rockets,
who finished seventh in the
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to look hack there aie numerous contenders capable of
stealing .IW.IV ihe prestigious Heisman.
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Rowling Green unpioved
its season m.uk lo .' I last
Sattnd.iv with a dual victory

the fact thai Utah Slate is an independent and plays a
mediocre schedule thai includes Boise State and West rexas
Stale gives him little oi no chance of unseating Griffin
Griffin has ihe attention of million of fans and plentv of
Heisman voles racing down ihe sidelines, hut if he happens
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Rochester, M
ive I
named by t ochiatie as this
ve.o's soicet captains

I he I alcon
c abalka,
along
with
senioi Gleit lost ol Sl 1 onis

on :!-..•
I onteieiice

and junioi ' raig lessiei ol

"FRESHMEN"
It atill lan't too late to register tor the Military
Science course tor FALL QUARTER. Military
Science 101 Mill hat openings for students who
with to take an introductory course and yet not be
obligated. Just contact Captain Thomas O Whipote
in Room 157 ol Memorial Hall or call 372-2477 for
further details.

